WELCOME

TIMBER HARVESTING

Track 52 Sled Dog Trails is located in the

The Langlade County Forest is comprised of 127,000 acres and is

heart of glacier country and is groomed for

managed for timber, wildlife, recreation, and other multiple use

dogsledding & skijoring in the winter months.

benefits. The northern hardwood timber is harvested using

Hiking is welcome year round; PLEASE BE

selective logging which provides continuous and sustainable

AWARE that you may encounter sled dog

forest products to society.

teams training.

The aspen type is dependent upon full sunlight to regenerate

DESCRIPTION

itself which requires clearcutting to eliminate shade.

The trail is marked for specific directional

Other harvesting systems are also utilized dependent upon the

flow that weaves its course through changing

specific needs of the individual forest stand.

scenery of northern hardwood, aspen, and
conifer forest types, which are typical of
Langlade County. The entire trail is clearly
marked and consists of rolling hills,
straightaways, and curves; there are sections

You may encounter timber harvesting operations. PLEASE use
caution and respect the logger’s equipment as the earn their
livelihood.
OTHER TRAILS

Track 52
Sled Dog Trails

of trail where a driver and their team may
have potential for head-on passing.

Langlade County also offers more recreational trail opportunities
such as: X-C ski trails, Ice Age Hiking Trails, hunter walking

NOTE: When a person or team is going to

trails, road bike trails, snowmobile trails, and ATV trails.

pass or overtakes another team, they will call
out “TRAIL”; please move to one side of the
trail to allow for a safe pass. Caution areas
are marked with YELLOW saucers. Turns

are marked with RED saucers and are located
on the side of the trail that you should turn
onto; in the event of multiple turn choices,
there will be a pie plate on both sides of the

For more information on any of these trails, please contact the

Dog Sledding,
Skijoring, & Hiking Trail
Located in

Langlade County Forestry and Recreation Dept at 715-627-6300
or visit:

https://www.langladecounty.org/resources/
guides_and_maps/

trail. ** Unauthorized Motor vehicles are

Kettlebowl Recreation Area

prohibited on these trails ** The trail system

Just North of Hwy 52 & Langlade Price Rd

is entirely on Langlade County property and

Langlade County, WI

maintained by volunteers.

